
3 SCREENS
A 43-foot wide video wall, utilizing state-of-the-art sound and projection, captivates attention and 
imagination. Music and movie action show how positive choices NOW can help avoid dangerous and 
destructive choices later. 3 Screens presenter Mark Bixler has programs appropriate for all grades K-12. 

Audience:  K-12    Capacity:  400

Presentation Time: 45 to 50 minutes   Set-Up Time: 90 minutes Take-Down Time: 40 minutes

Presentation Area: Full screen is 43 feet wide by 11 feet tall. Please call us if you need a smaller screen size. Please cover windows, 

skylights, and other sources of light before we arrive. The darker the better. Aiming for “cinema darkness.”

Assembly Requirements: Please provide access to live electrical outlets and someone to turn lights off and on during the program.

Assistance: Help bringing equipment into and out of the building is greatly appreciated. The 3screens presenter will require some 
help during the set-up, but this is often limited to as little as one helper for five minutes to tip up the screens. However, there are 
many situations that arise which may require one or two helpers for much of the set-up and/or break-down (such as difficult access 
that requires several longer trips from the door to the venue, tight schedules for the use of the room before and after the 
assembly, and unforeseeable problems of various kinds).The 3screens presenter is best able to answer any questions you may have 
when they call to confirm your plans.

Highly motivated multimedia assemblies on THREE large screens.

Popular culture music and video comes to life on three large screens. Students see and hear stories from 
children and teens who have experienced the consequences of poor choices. As their stories come to 
live, students are inspired and motivated to make a positive difference in their lives NOW! 

State of the art sound and video captivates while real-life stories motivate and inspire!

Choose from a number of programs for elementary, middle and high school.  Bring the program to life with 
discussion guides for each program. New programs added frequently, so it’s okay to keep bringing 
3Screens back to your school year after year! 

Programs tailored to every grade level. 
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